
EBU Tournament Review

Event: Corwen Trophy Date: 04.06.16 Venue: Birmingham Airport
TD's: John Pyner, Jonathan Lillycrop, Barrie Partridge, David Stevenson

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 17 Yes 17 No 1

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 17 Probably 12 Unlikely 4 Not 0

Reasons for would not:

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require
improvement'

Excellent Improvement
15 Venue 14
25 Playing conditions 4
25 Schedule 6
29 Competition format 0
29 Directors/Organisation 1
8 Catering/refreshments 22
23 Pre-congress service 1

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 5 Earlier finish 7 Longer intervals 0

Later start 0 Later finish 2 Shorter intervals 5

Total Returns 38
Number of attendees 196

Comments
Usual check-in chaos at this hotel x7
Not enough hotel staff, had to queue for everything x3
Earlier start on Sunday x3
Hotel buffet arrangements not suitable for serving large numbers quickly x3
Dinner; cold, poor selection, poor quality x3
Expensive bar prices x2
Air conditioning too cold x2
Could play full session on Sunday, with earlier start x2
On many occasions we had to wait to start a round, then play catch-up - slow 
players should be fined x1
An airport venue in the holiday season is not a good idea - there was a shortage
of rooms x1
Not pleasant listening to aircraft noise at 00.30 and 7.00 am x1
TD's generally good, but one poor decision (in our view) spoilt the weekend for us x1
Charged £14.95 for breakfast and long queues for everything x1
 'Free parking' cost £9.00 x1
[Parking is free for residents booking through Bridge Overseas G. Rainsford]
Might be a good idea to not have to play other members of your county x1
[This is not logistically possible G. Rainsford]



Staff not geared up for Sunday lunch break - why not have a thermos so we can help
ourselves to hot drinks x1
There were no lite alternatives to a full evening meal x1
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